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Sathyanarayana
Vemula

sathya.vemula@gmail.
com

2

Bangarraju Narina

narinabangarraju@gm
ail.com

to reduce the advertisement time from 12
minutes to 6 minutes per hour in
Entertainment channels
reduce the time for adds in PAY TV
channels

3

UDAYA
BHASKER
TURLAPATI

bhaskertuday@gmail.c
om

I strongly support TRAI
recommendations against the heavy
dose of advertisements in TV
programs.

4

Ramprasad Sana

go2raams@gmail.com

It is high time to regulate ads on tv as
per the standards; and give viewer a
chance to enjoy viewing and utilise his
time
-

5

Chandra shekar

tcshekar.thooti@gmail
.com

6

M.V.G.Krishna/
Gopal Maladi,
Sr. Journalist,
A.P

malladigopal@gmail.c
om

7

Vanaja

cvanaja@gmail.com

8.

NV Reddy,
Andhra Pradesh

nvreddy.jntu@gmail.c
om

The TRAI (Telecom Regulatory Authority
of India) has proposed to bring down the
limit of advertisements per hour from 12
minutes to 6 minutes for all the pay
channels.it is better for all viewer's,thanks
for these proposal.
Appreciate the decision taken by the Trai
in favour of the viewers. It should be
strictly implemented. I personally fell that
overflow of the advertisements is totally
disturbing the viewers and prime
entertainment channels are nonsensically
irritating the viewers for their income by
pouring the ads and they are not at all
caring the feelings of the Viewers.
We strongly support TROI new guidelines
to put a cap on the advertisements in
paid entertainment channels. As we are
paying lot of money to the channels as
fee why should we bear all those
advertisements.pls save us from these
money minting and irresponsible TV
channels. They should not put more
than 6 minutes in any hour. They should
not be allowed to use the cumulative
minutes in the prime time or day time.
I extend my full support to the TRAI
authorities for implementing the
conditions which gives the TV audience
pleasure by reducing the time to
advertisements. This type of compulsory

9

10

Venkata
Ramarao
Neelam

ramnv.sap@gmail.co
m

advertisements should be
dispensed particularly in pay channels, so
that audience enjoy the main program
satisfactorily. I once again request you to
take appropriate/suitable steps at an
early date.
We don’t want to be burdened with long
breaks in the TV programming.

